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Abstract: Aquatic reed is an important indicator for the ecological assessment of freshwater lakes.
Monitoring is essential to document its expansion or deterioration and decline. The applicability
of Green-LiDAR data for the status assessment of aquatic reed beds of Bavarian freshwater lakes
was investigated. The study focused on mapping diagnostic structural parameters of aquatic reed
beds by exploring 3D data provided by the Green-LiDAR system. Field observations were conducted
over 14 different areas of interest along 152 cross-sections. The data indicated the morphologic
and phenologic traits of aquatic reed, which were used for validation purposes. For the automatic
classification of aquatic reed bed spatial extent, density and height, a rule-based algorithm was
developed. LiDAR data allowed for the delimitating of the aquatic reed frontline, as well as
shoreline, and therefore an accurate quantification of extents (Hausdorff distance = 5.74 m and
RMSE of cross-sections length 0.69 m). The overall accuracy measured for aquatic reed bed density
compared to the simultaneously recorded aerial imagery was 96% with a Kappa coefficient of 0.91
and 72% (Kappa = 0.5) compared to field measurements. Digital Surface Models (DSM), calculated
from point clouds, similarly showed a high level of agreement in derived heights of flat surfaces
(RMSE = 0.1 m) and showed an adequate agreement of aquatic reed heights with evenly distributed
errors (RMSE = 0.8 m). Compared to field measurements, aerial laser scanning delivered valuable
information with no disturbance of the habitat. Analysing data with our classification procedure
improved the efficiency, reproducibility, and accuracy of the quantification and monitoring of aquatic
reed beds.

Keywords: LiDAR; ALS; Phragmites australis; aquatic reed; OPALS; point cloud; classification;
vegetation mapping

1. Introduction

Reed beds provide important structural elements of lake ecosystems. Along a horizontal gradient
that runs from the lake towards the bank, reed stocks are classified into three different ecological zones
that occur either in water, transition, or in land zones [1]. The water reed at the expansion front of a
reed stock is considered the most sensitive zone of a reed bed [2]. According to their definition, land
reed beds are located in areas above water level, comprising an onshore/shoreward stock of multiple
species, and usually growing in meadows [2]. Aquatic reed beds grow in locations that were flooded
throughout the year. Lakewards stocks are pure stands of Phragmites australis, and are characterized
by their low stem density (stems/m2) and longer sparse fertility [2]. Stocks of this macrophyte act
as a buffer between land and water. They provide a key habitat for several endangered species [1],
they physically protect banks from erosion, and they provide a food resource for various arthropods,
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birds, and mammals [3]. Aquatic reed beds are threatened, mainly due to mechanical, hydrological,
anthropogenic, biological, and climatic causes [3–9]. Global warming influences, such as an increase in
water temperature, extreme drought, and heavy rain events could additionally affect the growth and
status of aquatic reed populations of freshwater lakes [10,11].

Changes in the abundance and density of reed beds can be quantified through the implementation
of field measurements and remote sensing methodologies. Although on-site evaluations deliver highly
accurate results, they are associated with high personnel, time, and financial expenses, as well as
ecological disturbance of protected habitats [12]. Visual interpretation of multispectral aerial imagery
has been the standard method to bypass this problem [7,13–15]. In the same way, analysis of satellite
imagery has also been implemented [16–19]. These methodologies have contributed to the global
monitoring of reed beds in wetlands and large lakes, where tens of hectares are covered by this
type of vegetation. In the monitoring of small lakes with a limited presence of aquatic reed beds,
spatial resolutions provided by satellite constellations are still too coarse for identifying stocks that are
sparsely distributed or only comprise single reed individuals. This difficulty poses a serious limitation
to monitoring spatial occurrence.

The accurate identification of aquatic reed beds by analysis of optical imagery is affected by
sun illumination, plant phenology, and spatial resolution. The position of the leaves’ and the stems’
incidence angle towards the sun causes differences in the spectral response and therefore, causes
variances in the extent of quantification of sparse aquatic reed beds [7]. The imagery of official surveys
is recorded normally for updating cadaster data and topographic maps, and not usually in the growth
season (i.e., August to mid-September) when aquatic reed beds have their peak growth and maximum
vitality. Accurate assessment is additionally hindered by shades, light reflection on the water surface,
or vegetation reflectance. Although spatial resolution is sufficient for other purposes, sparse aquatic
reeds cannot be identified in imagery with spatial resolutions lower than 20 cm per pixel [20,21].

Technological advancements in remote sensing science offer new possibilities in the
characterisation of reed beds based on 3D data analysis. Very high spatial resolution multispectral
imagery recorded with unmanned aerial vehicles and close range aerial photogrammetry have already
supported the accurate mapping of land and aquatic reed beds [22]. In the same way, the biomass
of wetland Phragmites australis [23], of wetland vegetation mapping [24–26], and characterisation
of the land reed bed habitat quality [27] have all been achieved by applying Light Detection and
Ranging (LiDAR) technologies alone or in combination with other data types (e.g., hyperspectral data).
Nevertheless, the level of agreement at which height of, extent of, and density of aquatic reed beds can
be mapped with LiDAR data remains unknown.

The new LiDAR system configured to function in the green wavelength of the electromagnetic
spectrum offers new possibilities in the research of aquatic reed beds. Green light, the opposite
of infrared, propagates in water by reflecting off the bottom surface, or in medium content
materials [28]. In addition, green light not only propagates in water but can also reflect off land
surfaces. These characteristics make the Green-LiDAR scanner suitable in mapping bathymetry [29],
bottom structures [30,31], or even for topo-bathymetric applications [32,33]. Extents are important
in the monitoring of aquatic reed beds, in which the mapping of the shoreline and the frontline are
crucial. The technological benefits of a Green-LiDAR scanner could contribute to the accurate mapping
of red bed boundaries. The frontline is scanned from reed stems and leaves above the water surface
and thanks to green light propagation, the shoreline can be obtained independent of the water surface
level during surveying.

Aquatic reed is an important indicator for the ecological assessment of freshwater lakes listed
by the European Water Framework Directive (EU-WFD). As in other European countries, German
federal state environmental agencies have to regularly report on the ecological status of freshwater
lakes which involves a substantial monitoring effort. The core objective of the present study was to
evaluate the applicability of Green-LiDAR technology in aquatic reed monitoring. We addressed the
following research questions by focusing on the accuracy of diagnostic determination:
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• How accurate is the estimation of aquatic reed extent in LiDAR point clouds?
• How accurate is the estimation of aquatic reed density in LiDAR point clouds?
• How accurately can aquatic reed bed DSMs be calculated from LiDAR point clouds?

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The Chiemsee is the largest lake in Bavaria (80 km2) with a maximum depth of 73 m and a volume
of 2048 hm3 [34]. It is located approximately 80 km southeast of Munich at an approximate altitude of
518 m above sea level (m.a.s.l.). During the last five decades, the spatial extent of the reed population has
declined by about 50% at the Chiemsee [2]. Substantial reed beds at the Chiemsee are still existent and
their decrease has been well documented which was why this lake was selected for our study. On the
northwest side of the Chiemsee and at the Herreninsel, the most representative stocks of aquatic reed are
still present [21]. Through an analysis of previous surveyed data, field observations, distribution stocks,
and of water depth, the areas of interest (AOI) were selected for gathering validation data. The actual
density of reed stems obtained from field observation was also considered. A total number of 14 AOIs
with the occurrence of Phragmites australis at a mean area of 1694 m2 (100 m in length at varying width)
were selected for this study. AOIs were delimited at Aiterbacher Winkel (AOI-1), at the shores of Holzen
(AOI-2,) at Keilbacher Eck (AOI-3), in Kailbacher Winkel (AOI-4 and -5), at Scheren (AOI-6), at the shores
of town Mühln (AOI-7 and -8), and at Herreninsel (AOI-9, -10, -11, -12, -13, -14). In order to consider the
variability of vegetation status, AOIs were selected in areas of different levels of protection: (a) protected
all year long, (b) protected only during the avian breeding season, and (c) in areas without any form of
environmental protection (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Location of the study area at country (a) and local level (b). Distribution of Areas of Interest
(AOIs) at the Chiemsee. Coordinate System is Deutsches Hauptdreiecksnetz (DHDN) Gauss Krüger
Zone 4 (European Petroleum Survey Group (EPSG) 31468).
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2.2. Airborne Laser Scanning Processing Chain

The analysis and classification of Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) datasets was performed with
the modular program system OPALS 2.2.0.0 [35]. The software provides modules for a complete
processing chain of ALS data. Pre-processed LiDAR point clouds were imported into the OPALS data
manager and the quality was assessed according to strip adjustment and outliers (noise). According
to the information obtained from the quality control, no further calibration (e.g., strip adjustment,
geometry calibration) was needed. Point cloud classification was then performed, and raster and
vector file results were compared to field data and aerial imagery (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) processing and decision chain applied for modelling aquatic
reed beds.

The topo-bathymetric data collection took place on 21 September 2015, between 15h00 and
16h30 (UTC) during sunny weather conditions using the hydrographic laser scanner VQ-880G (Riegl
LMS, Horn, Österreich). This device is a progressive palmer scanner with a laser beam in the green
wavelength (532 nm) of the electromagnetic spectrum. The laser pulse repetition rate was set to
550 kHz and the laser beam divergence was set to 1 mrad. The mission was executed at an altitude of
approximately 400 m above ground. The scan width was about 400 m and the footprint was 40 cm
(diameter). A total of 58 strips was collected for the study area (29 back and forward scans). Point
clouds were registered with the information obtained by a Position and Orientation System (POS)
mounted on-board, and were improved by correction measurements sent by a Differential Global
Positioning System (DGPS) base station on land. Orientation data was also recorded by the Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) during flight. Aerial photographs with a 0.1 m spatial resolution were
additionally recorded during the same flight for validation purposes.

Data pre-processing was executed by the data provider (AHM Airborne Hydro Mapping GmbH)
using the software RiProcess. Strip adjustment was the first step in the pre-processing chain.
The acquired accuracy was 10 cm (Standard Deviation). Secondly, based on the laser data, well
distributed Ground Control Points (GCP) from roof corners and streets lane markers were defined
across the study area. The 48 GCPs were measured by the research team with a tachymeter Leica
TCRP 1201 R300 for fine registration. Absolute registration achieved an accuracy of 8 cm, and the point
density of the raw data was approximately 200 points/m2 (which included outliers). Finally, outliers
were filtered and the point clouds from the specific AOIs were exported in Log ASCII Standard (LAS)
1.4 format.
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Quality control was performed before processing the ALS data sets. Point clouds were firstly,
visually inspected. Attributes stored in the OPALS Data Manager (ODM) were examined in a 3D
environment (opalsView) to identify potential errors in the already pre-processed product. Special
attention was paid to the point geometry and the outlier filtering in water-land transition areas.
An absence of points from water surfaces was identified in shallow water areas. Planar water surfaces
cause specular reflections and therefore surface echo dropouts [32]. The overall low amount of noise in
the point clouds delivered from the provider revealed that additional filtering was not needed. The
package opalsQuality was then used for the quantification of point cloud quality. Cloud density and
strip differences were analysed by means of density maps and statistical measurement.

Since light propagates differently in water than in air, the points under the water surface appeared
to have shifted and therefore had to be corrected. The module implemented for the refraction correction
was opalsSnellius [28]. This correction was computed with the refractive index, coordinates of origin,
incidence angle, and specification of the water lever. First, to calculate the refractive index, the sine
of the angle of incidence was divided by the sine of the angle of refraction [36]. Refractive index
varies depending on properties of transmission media (e.g., temperature, pH) and wavelength of
incoming radiation. For variable temperature and salinity conditions, and for a green laser (532 nm
wavelength), the refractive index is n = 1.33538 [36]. Second, the coordinates of the laser origin and
the incidence angle were obtained from the trajectory information recorded by IMU and POS. Third,
the Air–Water Interface (AWI) was modelled in Quantum Geographic Information System (QGIS) by
creating a raster in which all pixels values corresponded to the height of the water surface according
to the daily measurements of the master data gauge at Stock, Chiemsee [37]. The water level used
(517.93 m.a.s.l.) for the water surface modelling was the measurement taken when the scanning flight
took place. The laser penetration depth in the water body was about 10 m, which was approximately
8 m after correcting for light refraction.

2.2.1. Classification of Green-LiDAR Data

Statistical parameters for LiDAR point clouds were calculated for describing point attributes
with the module opalsPointStats. OPALS calculates statistical features by first selecting points and
then relating them to a reference model. The selection of points was based on an infinite vertical
cylinder (searchMode = d2); the reference model was a “horizontalPlane”. Since the laser footprint at
ground level was around 0.4 m in diameter, the cylinder radius (searchRadius) was set to 0.2 m for the
majority of calculations. In the model “horizontalPlane”, the samples were reduced in relation to a
plane passing through the feature point. Calculated statistics for identifying patterns in point clouds
were ranked (rank) and point density (pdens). Rank statistic was calculated as the relative position
(0 = local minimum and 100 = local maximum) of the feature point within its vertical neighbourhood.
The feature pdens is the number of points in relation to the area/volume of the search cylinder.
Since the usual measurement units for point density is points/m2, a cylinder searchMode with a
searchRadius of 0.5 m was selected as the most proximate value to a square meter (Figure 3). Filtering
was crucial for the classification, since it allowed for points to be defined when a new attribute had to
be calculated (processing filtering) in relation to the local neighbourhood (neighbourhood filtering).
The classification was performed with the module opalsAddInfo. In order to define the threshold
values, point clouds were inspected through cross-sections every metre with the module opalsSection.
Special attention was placed on spatial distribution, density, and intensity of points. Cross-sections
revealed that height and vertical distribution of points are important factors to differentiate dense and
sparse reed beds.
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2.2.2. Validation Data

Field data were collected by means of cross-sections and square sample plots. The measurements
started by defining a one hundred-metre line parallel to the shore. A measuring tape was placed
perpendicularly to this line every ten metres. Measurement started from the waterside and finished
on the shoreline (i.e., the point at which water and land have the same height). At every metre along
the cross-sections, water depth and reed stem height were measured to the nearest centimetre and
decimetre, respectively. The frontline was then surveyed as the location in the cross-section where the
first reed stem occurs. Plotting the coordinates of shorelines and frontlines in every cross-section in
QGIS allowed the aquatic reed extents to be calculated. Based on expert knowledge, one or two square
sample plots of 1 square metre each were placed where differences in stem density were identified.
The parameter’s density (stems/m2), stem diameter, number of stems with and without shoots, and
the number of green and dried (brown) stems were additionally recorded (Figure 4). Data collected
from the square sample plots were used to verify the classification of point clouds. In addition,
data from cross-sections (i.e., the height of reed stems) were used as independent data to validate
the derived Digital Surface Models (DSM). Trimble Geo XT was the DGPS system implemented for
measuring reference points. Post-processing was executed with the software Trimble GPS Pathfinder
Office. The base station SOPAC Wettzell Daily with L2 and the Global Navigation Satellite System
(GLONASS) capability was selected for differential correction. The coordinate reference system
implemented was the Deutsches Hauptdreiecksnetz (DHDN) Gauss–Krüger Zone 4.
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Hurricane L1 used for georeferencing RPs (b). Aerial view of square transect measurements along a
cross-section (c). One-hundred metre line parallel to the shore with 10 m sections (d).

2.2.3. Assessment of Aquatic Reed Extents and Classification Accuracy

Extents of aquatic reed beds were evaluated based on two criteria. First, the extents derived from
LiDAR data for every AOI were compared with the ones obtained from field measurements, by means
of correlation analysis. Since measured and derived surfaces can have the same extents but different
shapes, the correlation analysis of the extents was complemented by an assessment of geometrical
similarity. As a second criterion, the separation distance of two geometrical objects (polygons) in a
metric space was measured (Hausdorff Distance Pairwise). The smaller the resulting value, the more
similar the geometrical shapes are [38]. In addition and to support this last metric, the Root Mean
Squared Error (RMSE) of the lengths of cross-sections measured on the field in relation to the lengths
obtained from LiDAR data was assessed.

The assessment of classification accuracy was achieved by a confusion or error matrix.
The classification result was compared with independent validation data. Two approaches were
implemented for the accuracy assessment of aquatic reed classification. First, the classification was
compared with on-field collected data. A total of 249 square sample plots of 1 m2 each were collected
on-field and used for validation, out of which 127 and 152 were measured in dense and sparse aquatic
reed beds, respectively. Second, RGB imagery with a resolution of 0.1 m/pxl, collected at the same time
as the ALS survey took place, was used for visual interpretative validation. Samples were collected
randomly and stratified (i.e., classes). Since the map has less than 12 classes and the study area is
less than 1 million acres (4046.9 km2), a minimum of 50 points should be collected for every single
class [39]. A total of 150 points were generated and proportionally distributed (Table 1) across the total
extent of each class.
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Table 1. Sample distribution according to extent of classes.

Class Area (m2) Area (ha) Number of Samples

Sparse Aquatic Reed 4843 0.4843 50
Dense Aquatic Reed 9037 0.9037 100

The error matrix shows a percentage of pixels from each class labelled correctly as well as the
proportions of pixels erroneously labelled into a different class [40]. These percentages are expressed
as the overall accuracy (OA), producer´s accuracy (PA) and user´s accuracy (UA). Additionally, the
chance of agreement was also calculated with the Kappa coefficient [41].

2.2.4. Accuracy Assessment of DSM

Two assessments were accomplished in order to validate the accuracy of estimated DSM. First,
the height of a flat surface (i.e., quay, dock) in DSM was compared to the respective one acquired with
an onsite survey. Second, the derived aquatic reed heights were assessed on their elevation values in
comparison with those measured at each AOI. Distribution type of the height residuals was calculated
with the sample skewness and its significance. For a normal distribution, the Mean Error (ME),
Standard Deviation (SD), and the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) were obtained for evaluating the
closeness agreement between the observed and the modelled height of reeds (Table 2). The rasterisation
of the point clouds was performed using a moving (tilted) plane interpolator (movingPlanes) in OPALS
software. Detailed information about this interpolator can be found in [35].

Table 2. Accuracy measures for Digital Evidence Management system (DEms) presenting normal
distribution of residuals.

Mean Error µ = 1
n

n
∑

i=1
∆hi [42]

Standard Deviation σ =

√
1

(n−1)

n
∑

i=1
(∆hi − µ)2 [42]

Root Mean Square Error RMSE =

√
1
n

n
∑

i=1
∆h2

i [42,43]

n is the number of tested points in the sample (sample size) and ∆hi represents the difference between RP and
Digital Service Models (DSMs) for a point i. The assessment of vertical accuracy was performed considering the
Air–Water Interface (AWI) as the zero point. The relative stem height (RSH) was obtained by subtracting the
absolute height (length from flower to sediment) minus the water depth. The same absolute height of the water
surface used for modelling AWI was used for obtaining the RSH.

3. Results

3.1. Point Cloud Classification

The classification was performed at point level and by means of a decision tree. Development
of the rule-based algorithm was based on combining previous knowledge from fieldwork and visual
inspections of AOIs point clouds. By means of statistical parameters for every point cloud, several
classes were categorised in every point cloud (Figure 5). Dense and Sparse Aquatic Reed beds were
classified in consideration of the statistical parameters of height and density. With the obtained
classes, quantification of extents, as well as the expansion of frontline and shoreline was possible.
The classification procedures were executed after quality control. The absolute registration accuracy
was 8 cm and strip differences averaged 0.022 m, SD 0.039 m, and RMSE 0.045 m. Registration accuracy
and low strip differences were accepted as suitable for the study objectives and no further calibration
was performed.
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line boxes are intermediate classes and coloured boxes represent final classes. Point statistics and
attributes used for classification thresholds are described between classes. Detailed explanation of
statistics used can be found in Section 2.2.1.

The structural characteristics obtained from cross-sections extracted in one-metre intervals
through all point clouds were equally important. Spatial distribution of points and their height
in relation to the AWI were key factors for density classification. The height of sparse aquatic reed
beds for all AOIs varied between 1.80 and 2.40 m. A height of 2 m was found to be the most suitable
value for an accurate automatic classification of all point clouds (Figure 6). The density of points
was the second parameter considered for classification. Dense aquatic reed beds are characterised by
tall reeds with a height greater than 2 m (520 m.a.s.l.), a large number of leaves in the upper canopy
level, and bare thick stems in the lower canopy level. Regarding the LiDAR data, points were equally
distributed in sparse stocks and accumulated in the upper canopy for dense stocks. This break in the
spatial distribution was easily identifiable in the points between the AWI and the 1.5 m relative height
(519.5 m.a.s.l.). Once the density was calculated for all values under this height, the maximum frequent
value in every AOI was always selected for classification thresholds. For clouds with 2–3 strips, this
threshold value was 80 points/m2. According to this definition, Sparse Aquatic Reed beds were
classified and the remaining points without classification were assigned to Dense Aquatic Reed beds.
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of points under a height of 1.50 m (pdens), and in combination with processing and neighbourhood
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3.2. Assessment of Aquatic Reed Bed Extents

The result of the classification showed that a total of 1.388 hectares (100%) were aquatic reed beds.
More than half of the reed beds were identified as Sparse Aquatic Reed (65%—0.9037 ha) and the
remaining 35% were identified as Dense Aquatic Reed (0.4843 ha). The correlation analysis between
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onsite and LiDAR derived extents showed a highly positive correlation (R2 = 0.75). However, similar
extents do not mean similar border shapes and therefore correlation was complemented by a symmetrical
assessment of polygon shapes and cross-section lengths (Figure 7). The methodology implemented for
the aquatic reed front and shoreline delimitation showed a high similarity with the derived LiDAR
results from the AOIs, especially in parallel frontlines and shorelines (e.g., AOI-1). Hausdorff distances
ranged from 5.74 m (AOI-1) to 12.69 m (AOI-8). Similar results were obtained from the analysis of
cross-sections lengths. The RMSE values ranged from 0.69 m (AOI-1) to 4.86 m (AOI-8).
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3.3. Assessment of Aquatic Reed Bed Densities

The first assessment of the vegetation density map revealed an overall accuracy (OA) of 72.7% for
the validation compared to field data. The reference points (RP) used for this assessment obtained
a 0.46 m horizontal and 0.54 m vertical precision after differential correction. The mean Horizontal
and Vertical Dilution of Precision at which all the measurements (RPs) took place was 1.3 and 2.1,
respectively. A mean of 17 measurements was recorded for every RP. The Producer’s Accuracy (PA)
showed that 85.6% of the sparse areas were correctly identified, but according to the User’s Accuracy
(UA) for the same class, this was true only 68.2% of the time (Table 3). Contrarily, 59.7% (PA) of dense
areas were identified as such, with 80.4% (UA) of the classification truly corresponding to that category.
The Kappa coefficient for this assessment suggests that the observed classification is 50% better than
that which resulted by chance.

Table 3. Confusion matrix for classification assessed against field data (left) and aerial imagery (right).

Reference Data Reference Data

Classified
Data Dense Sparse Total User’s

Accuracy (%)
Classified

Data Dense Sparse Total User’s
Accuracy(%)

Dense 74 18 92 80.4 Dense 47 3 50 94

Sparse 50 1.07 157 68.2 Sparse 3 97 100 97

Total 124 125 249 Total 50 100 50

Producer’s
Accuracy (%) 59.7 85.6 Producer’s

Accuracy (%) 94 97 150

Overall Accuracy (%) = 72.7; Kappa = 0.5 Overall Accuracy (%) = 96; Kappa = 0.91
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Results differed for the second accuracy assessment of classified density. Very high-resolution
aerial imagery (0.1 m/pxl) taken at the same time and during the same flight as the ALS was
implemented for this task. An OA of 96% with the Kappa coefficient of 0.91 was obtained from the
evaluation (Table 3). High classification accuracy was explained by the unbiased visual interpretative
validation applied by the same operator (reed expert) and for all the AOIs represented on RGB data.
Both classes (Dense and Sparse) showed a high level of UA and PA, for which the values were 94%
and 97% for sparse and dense classes, respectively. An area on the ground will actually be what the
classification reveals 94% and 97% of the time. In the same way, the proximity to one of the values
from the Kappa coefficient indicates a “true” agreement with the classification (Figure 8).
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3.4. Accuracy Assessment for Calculated DSM of Aquatic Reed Beds

The moving tilted plane interpolator (movingPlanes) in combination with a defined number of
neighbours (16) allowed for the creation of raster files with a minimum grid size of 10 centimetres.
After evaluating observations against modelled height, an accuracy assessment for flat structures
showed a total RMSE of 0.1 m, while for vegetation height, it showed a RMSE of 0.8 m. The distribution
of the residuals in both assessments was not significantly skewed, since the skewness factors for all 14
AOIs were lower than two times the standard error of the skewness (SES =

√
6/n). In relation to the

vegetation height assessment, a perfect normal distribution resulted in residuals from AOI-7 and -12.
Meanwhile, the lowest and greatest asymmetries found were in AOI-5 (skewness = 0.52) and AOI-11
(skewness = −0.47). Overall, 1279 independent observations were used to assess the vertical accuracy
of vegetation heights in DSM. The correlation analysis between the observed and predicted relative
stem height (RSH) revealed a low positive correlation (R2 = 0.42).
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4. Discussion

This study suggests that ALS provides a highly accurate alternative to the currently applied
field-based methodologies for aquatic reed bed monitoring. In contrast to classical monitoring, ALS
involves no direct entry of the habitat and no disturbance of the species living there, and therefore, only
samples of the study area are needed for field control. In addition, ALS can be carried out in a very
standardised way that will help increase accuracy at a reduced cost. In line with studies focused on
reed bed or wetland habitat mapping [23,25–27], ALS is an innovative technical solution compared to
classical approaches based on analysis of satellite imagery or of airborne optical data sources [6,44,45].
Compared to optical sensors in which recorded information on every image is only of top structures
observable to an imaging sensor, ALS delivered valuable information in the horizontal as well as the
vertical gradient. This technology allowed for characterisation of structural parameters in vegetation
stands, and the usage of a Green-LiDAR provided relevant information about the water column and
lake bottom in the areas of shallow waters, which was relevant to mapping the shoreline independent
of the water surface level. In order to develop environmental protection measures, the material and
methodologies implemented for monitoring aquatic reed beds should deliver reliable information
on vegetation extents and status. LiDAR data, in combination with a decision tree algorithm, was
developed to estimate the reproducibility of an ALS processing chain. The suitability of the applied
system was assessed based on (1) an accurate estimation of aquatic reed extents; (2) density; (3) the
accuracy of DSMs derived from LiDAR data.

4.1. Mapping On-Field Concept and Extent Quantification

The obtained quantification revealed that the ALS recorded data for an accurate delimitation of
aquatic reed beds. Proposed field mapping of aquatic reed beds contributed to determining, not only
structure parameters within the stand, but also to the delimitation of aquatic reed on the frontline,
shoreline, and consequently led to the quantification of extent. Onsite measurements are invasive, and
for shoreline, frontline, and extent, they are not nearly as accurate as ALS. High agreement of calculated
extents from both datasets was seen in areas where the expansion of the frontline is parallel to the
shoreline. With the methodology implemented, we observed that the greater the irregularity of the
shoreline, the lower the similarity of polygon shapes. A specific and different method for mapping the
frontline and the shoreline could be implemented in such situations. For instance, real-time tracking of
DGPS coordinates along aquatic reed fronts would deliver more accurate results, and at the same time,
be more environmentally friendly than the executed onsite measures in 10-metre intervals. The same
approach, however, cannot be recommended if the primary objective is mapping of the shoreline.
It would cause ecological disturbance and damage to the reed population and would require more
time and human resource efforts for mapping the entire lake. Additionally, it would compromise the
gathering of other data types such as density and stem heights.

In the specific case of the Chiemsee, the official shoreline could have been used in combination
with the exemplified frontline mapped with DGPS real-time tracking to calculate extents. It had been
created based on aerial photographs from 1991 and it served as a separation between land and aquatic
reed. The shoreline had been assumed to be the line of the mean water level [21]; however, the fact
that water level under the canopy of aquatic reed beds cannot be recorded by optical imaging sensors,
questions the reliability of the 1991 shoreline data. This is supported by the fact that the value for
the mean water level was not reported and that the shoreline was delimited based on the spectral
response of reeds. Even with modern photogrammetric technology, an accurate modelling of water
levels below the canopy is unrealistic. Analysis of recorded vegetation spectra in Colour Infra-Red
(CIR) imagery was therefore, a practical but not an accurate approach to the problem of shoreline
delimitation. The LiDAR capability of detecting structures in the vertical gradient contributed to the
extent quantification of aquatic reed stocks, based on the definition of the frontline and shoreline.
Precise derivation of water levels under the reed beds canopy contributes to the characterisation of
relevant ecological zones such as land, transition, and aquatic reed beds. Extent and heights derived
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from LiDAR data could also support volume calculations, such as the biomass above ground [23].
Since LiDAR delivers not only data for accurate extent measurement but also data for the vegetation
vertical structure, as well as not being an invasive method, it is comparatively and competitively more
convenient than other measures in the field.

4.2. Classification of Aquatic Reed Bed Density

LiDAR data also allowed for an accurate classification of aquatic reed density. Without considering
the nutrient supply of waters, density and height of aquatic reed beds are important indicators in
determining whether a stand is spreading or declining [2]. A diminishing or sparse reed population
can be seen in most cases by sparse and parallel strips at the reed bed edge (due to either floods, wind
storms, or driftwood accumulation), a lane/aisle perpendicular to the shore (through docks, boot
traffic, bathing, fish traps), diminishing reed beds with decreasing stem density, a frayed, ripped, or
non-zoned reed edge, and growth in single clumps (through erosion or flood), and seaward stubble
fields of previous reed beds [2,21]. LiDAR data was suitable for deriving most of these parameters,
and although not investigated in this study, cross-sections suggested that stubble fields of previous
reed beds located underneath the water surface could also be mapped. The OA of 96% with a Kappa
coefficient of 0.91 demonstrated the high level of agreement of maps derived from point clouds.
Assessment of accuracy by using field measurement revealed the lack of consistency when data was
gathered. While LiDAR data allows for a classification of the entire lake, field measurements vary
according to phenology and growth rate. In addition, field data is typically collected by several workers
and consequently, the selection of sparse stock can contain a personal bias. This inconsistency was
demonstrated in the accuracy assessment results (OA of 77.7% and a Kappa of 0.5), again suggesting
the greater efficiency of LiDAR data. The few classification errors were a result of absent generalisation
procedures. Vegetation phenology and anisotropy effects that were expected to influence the laser
intensity values were not identified as a constraint for vegetation structure mapping. In the same way,
surface echo dropouts caused by specular reflection also did not represent an obstacle, since the water
level is the same for the entire lake, and the AWI was modelled with the official and freely available
data from the water authority [37].

4.3. Reed Heights Measured on DSM

Deviations in the RMSE for aquatic reed and flat surfaces suggest that it is not advisable to validate
a DSM based on vegetation heights. In the case of aquatic reed beds, structural characteristics of the
study object may have influenced the laser scanning and derivation of point clouds. Reed beds, like any
other grass-like plant, change position with wind action. In addition, aquatic reed beds are influenced
by waves or surf changes. These effects caused apparent different stem heights when compared to the
on-site field measurements. Since points corresponding to the upper canopy (reed crone) differ from
strip to strip, some of these points may have been identified as outliers by filtering algorithms, and
consequently, they could be removed from the point cloud in the pre-processing step. The interpolation
method may have also influenced the generalisation of canopy heights.

4.4. LiDAR Processing Chain and ALS Data Collection

In addition to the type of data implemented, the classification methodology is also crucial
in the analysis of LiDAR data. The implementation of a decision tree algorithm was consistently
applied. Inspections of point clouds contributed to determining the parameters for classification
thresholds. Thus, the presented methodology is objective and easily reproducible without the subjective
influence of operators. For monitoring purposes, this also allows a more reliable comparison of
results when datasets from different dates are compared. The uncertainty in the multi-temporal
analysis is reduced since the resulting classification maps are obtained with the same thresholds and
classification methodology.
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Our results also confirmed the efficiency of ALS in terms of data collected per unit of time. ALS
gathers information within a couple of hours, under the same water level, phenological and climatic
conditions. With the proposed transect aquatic reed bed mapping protocol, a team comprising three
researchers collecting biometric parameters in cross-sections every 10-m interval for 100 m needed
approximately 3 h of work. The length of the Chiemsee (including the two islands) shoreline is
82.811 km. Thus, mapping the entire lakeshore would take approximately 10 months if a team were to
work 8 h per day and 7 days per week. Due to the fast monthly growth rate of Phragmites australis and
the fact that new stems are produced until late summer [2], a considerable number of inconsistencies in
data collection would be acquired, based on such field monitoring. Recording data within a short time
period not only reduces the uncertainty of the measurements but also of the classification procedures.
For instance, all AOIs were classified in the LiDAR data collections at once and the thresholds were
suitable for all kind of Phragmites australis structures at the Chiemsee. However, during field work,
every AOI was treated independently and classified according to the vegetation structures present on
each AOI. Thus, a classification developed for all objects cannot lead to the same result when every
sample is independently categorised.

5. Conclusions

The presented methodology has demonstrated the suitability and the advantage of using LiDAR
data for monitoring aquatic reed beds. The available information obtained from ALS allowed an
accurate interpretation and mapping of vegetation structure. Points of the vegetation crown, upper
and lower canopy, and ground all contributed to an improved characterisation of aquatic reed beds.
The developed decision tree algorithm allowed for an automated classification of reed beds and
of vegetation structure (extent, height, and density). With an overall accuracy of 96% and a Kappa
coefficient of 0.91, aquatic reed beds could even be subclassified into sparse and dense stocks. Moreover,
LiDAR-derived rasters and vector data allowed for the delimitation of the actual shoreline, aquatic
reed front, and of sparse aquatic reed beds. ALS revealed several advantages compared to onsite-field
monitoring methodology, including the absence of habitat and biological disturbance. The vertical
accuracy of the derived DSMs similarly showed a high level of agreement in derived heights of flat
surfaces (RMSE = 0.1 m) and an adequate agreement of aquatic reed heights with evenly distributed
errors (RMSE = 0.8 m).
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